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Across

4. a place where a device enters a 

system

5. an instace of a program being 

executed in a multitasking operating 

system

6. a collection of instructions that 

performs a specific task

9. a computer graphic printer

14. Random access memory

15. datacentre full of servers

18. a directory containing related files 

or documents

19. a machine for printing text or 

pictures linked to a computer

21. a group of computer systems that 

are linked

23. pictures and films created using 

computers

24. a graphics program used for 

creating illustrations

26. a device for examining, reading or 

monitoring something

28. The smallest unit of data storage

29. a computers capacity for storing 

information

Down

1. a place where power or information 

leaves a system

2. One of the most common output 

devices used to produce sound

3. An apparatus for recording sound

7. a device that enables a computer 

to transmit data

8. a device able to be attached to and 

used with a computer

10. a panel of keys that operate a 

computer

11. the display that is electronically 

created on the surface

12. acronym for read only memory

13. a collection of data programs 

storedin a computers memory

16. a person who uses a computer

17. a device enablng a user to 

communicate with a computer

20. Graphical user interface

22. Electronic technology that 

generates, stores and processes data

25. Used to move or position a cursor 

on a computer screen

27. considered as a unit of memory size


